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EDITOR’S WELCOME

“Hello fellow ELAMites and
welcome to our Summer
edition of Progression.
“You guys have clearly been
busy because, boy, have we
got a bumper edition for you
this quarter!

Cadwell to attend a Hopp Rider Training Day. I did it last
year and it was so much fun. You can expect a write up
in the next edition.
And then in August we have Folembray. It’s so nice to
see a full list of people coming this year, and it promises

Brian and the team have been at a riding skills day, we
have 8 new members, two of whom have done an intro
for us, we’ve had social rides galore, we have a report
from the machine control day, a few of us went
motocrossing, and Paul Brown has been on a trip to end
all trips! And to top it oﬀ, I have loads of photos to share
with you all too. What more could you ask for?
“What about product reviews, Charlie?” OK, how about
two in one edition!!”
“But what about useful motorcycling info?”

On that note I have two cracking events coming up that I
am really looking forward to. Firstly I am going to

Would an

article about keeping your loved one safe from bike
thieves fit the bill? I thought so!

to be an awesome event with a new hotel in a new
location to boot. Again, you can expect a write up from
that too. In fact, if anyone would like to volunteer now to
write it up, that would be much appreciated. It’s always
easier to write something up if you know you are going
to do it beforehand. You can take notes, get some good
photos, and plan the whole thing. Believe me, that is
much better than just getting “volunteered” to do it at
the last supper (that’s what happened to me 4 years
ago, and look where that got me!!)
That’s it from me. I hope you enjoy this edition and look
forward to receiving lots of great content for the next
one. See some of you at Folembray!

I can’t thank enough those people who have contributed
to this edition, it really does make my job easy and is so
much more fun for all the readers when we get a variety
of writers.

Charlie Osborne

progression@elam.org.uk

One of the social ride write ups you’ll see was from my
full members ride. Unfortunately the chief deputy subeditor couldn’t make it, so I had to bring out the Street
Triple for a little play. Damn, that bike is fun to ride!
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VIEW FROM THE CHAIR
“Greetings to one and
all and welcome to
our Summer edition.
Yes, it’s finally arrived,
a week after the
longest
d a y,
Glastonbury is in full
swing, Wimbledon is
in its second week,
the Tour de France is
due to begin and I’ve
at last been able to
wear my summer biking clobber.

Finally, we’re oﬀ to Folembray in August and we have
over 50 attendees. It promises to be a real cracker. My
Tiger is suitably fettled and raring to go and I’m sure the
sun will shine on the righteous.
Until next time, ride safe,
Monsieur Le Chaise
- Brian Dunne

“Lots to look forward to in the coming months, the
season for social rides is getting busier, please keep an
eye on the group calendar as this is the place to plan
your weekends and ride outs with ELAM. We need more
members to come forward and lead a ride, we have
plenty of ideas regarding routes and places to go.
Contact me at chair@elam.org.uk.
We have completed a joint event with the North East
London Car group (NELE). This was a Riding Skills Day
held at Theydon Bois village hall. The weather was very
kind to us, we had a good turnout of ELAM volunteers
and a chance to show oﬀ our new pull up banners,
complete with our logo and the IAM green badge. We
now have a portable advertising kit that can be carried
on a bike, so we hope to spread the word and attend
bike meets and dealers to try and encourage new
members. Our calling cards are very popular and a great
way to spread the message. We also have some new
Skills for Life leaflets from HQ which you can pick up at
our social evenings or ask your Observer.
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NEWBIES...

NEW ASSOCIATES
Ferenc Fodor

David Clegg
Read about Dave on Page 6

Read about Ferenc on page 7

Stephen McGoay

William Baker
Michael Anthony
Murari Gattamaneni

Jonathan Kiely
Krzysztof Kaczmarek

NEW MEMBERS
None this quarter

If new associates (or anyone in ELAM) would like to tell us more about themselves them
contact me at:

progression@elam.org.uk
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RIDER PROFILE
-Dave Clegg

“Hi ELAM! My name is David (usually just Dave), I’m 31
and I’m quite new to riding, having got my full license
about a year ago.
I’ve had an interest in bikes for quite a long time but never
seemed to manage to really look into learning until last
year. I decided there was nothing stopping me, so why
not! I did my CBT, loved it, bought a Yamaha YBR 125 and
started riding to work
every day.
After a
month I booked by
DAS and haven’t
looked back since.
I’m now on my third
bike.
The YBR 125
didn’t last long –
shortly after getting my
full license, I passed it
on to a friend of mine
who was doing their CBT. It was a lovely little bike and I’ll
always have fond memories of it, but I wanted something
bigger.

all abilities social ride to Woburn on the 23rd June. It
was great to be made to feel really welcome by
everyone there and the ride itself was amazing – I’ll
certainly be looking out for more events in the future.
I’ve not had a huge amount of opportunity to
discover many great destinations or routes yet. I have
friends who ride in Brighton, so regularly go down
there and usually explore roads along the coast –
we’ve found some great little sections so far but so
much more to try out. I also have family up in
Newcastle so know the north east quite well and there
are some incredible roads there too. It’s quite a way from
here, but if anyone is heading up north then I would
massively recommend the A686 from Alston towards
Penrith over Hartside Summit!

I moved to a 2000 Honda CB500S. I did
my DAS on a CBF500 and was
recommended the CB500 as a great bike
to start oﬀ on and I would certainly agree
with that. It was loads of fun and I rode it
a t e v e r y p o s s i b l e o p p o r t u n i t y.
Unfortunately, when I got it I didn’t know
enough about what to look for, and it
turned out that it really hadn’t been well
looked after and a lot of things started to
go wrong all at once.

I’ve yet to travel abroad on my bike,
but keep idly planning routes down
through France or Italy and I hope
to be able to organise a trip for later
on this year (Ed: Come to
Folembray next year!).
All the best and I look forward to
meeting you all!

So I now have a 2013 Kawasaki ER-6F. I absolutely love
this bike and whenever possible will be out riding. All three
bikes have been great in their own way, but the ER-6F is
definitely my favourite as it’s so versatile – it can do
commuting into central London and trips up to visit the
family in Newcastle with equal ease.
The IAM was recommended to me by a colleague who had
joined (a diﬀerent group) because of the amount of riding
that I do. Because I ride through rush hour traﬃc in
London I wanted to get all the training and help that I could
to be as safe as possible. I also wanted the opportunity to
meet other bikers. I was lucky to join in time to attend the
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- Dave

RIDER PROFILE
- Ferenc Fodor

“I have been passionate about anything with an
engine since I can remember and have always been
jumping on anything I could get my hands on.

This has created a new need and now I am tempted by
the idea of upgrading to an adventure bike. BMW is the
dream, but the budget might not agree!

Growing up in a diﬀerent régime meant not being able to
have a bike, but as soon as I moved to UK I had to have
one and start living the passion I had for them.

I would definitely like to learn as much as possible from
the club, even getting to an Observer level which will
undoubtedly give my tour business much more
credibility.

So far I’ve had a Yamaha Fazer, which I quickly traded in
for my Suzuki GSX 1250FA, a bike I fell in love with! It
satisfies most of my needs and fully copes with my
frequent riding with my wife.
I have fully given in to the riding passion and am looking
to take it as far as I can. I want to develop my riding
skills and then start a touring business in my home
country, Romania. There is a lot of undiscovered beauty
there, which I want to show the world.

Part of the club might already know I like to talk a lot and
since taking the course I can’t shut up about it. I would
love to be able to share and help others gain confidence
in their riding abilities and ride their bikes to the full
potential of the experience.
So far I have ridden in UK, Romania and France and
there is so much more left to discover!

- Ferenc
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RIDE REPORT

Ride to Battlebridge - 1st April ‘13
Led by and reported by Nigel Servini

After being forced not to ride for 2 the parking lot.
I was very taken
months, I was gagging to get back aback by the amount of guys and girls
on the bike.

that turned up (it must be because I

I was told about Battlebridge and promised not to take them though my
decided to take a ride down there to usual fords). Even then I was
see what it was all about. I was questioned by Phil just in case I was
pleasantly surprised how nice it was, telling porkys.
with loads of antique shops and best
of all a bike museum (a very small As I mingled I had a chat with one of
museum is an understatement). So I the new guys - Maad (sorry I just
worked a route out for my first all couldn’t get the pronunciation right). I
abilities ride this year.
wanted to go through the marker
system prior to doing the main talk (I
The date was set for the ride, but find the newbies always look confused
unfortunately the day went by with me about the marker system especially
and all the other riders sitting in their when you’re talking to the group as a
houses cursing the sodding weather - whole).
It was freezing, snow and ice. It was a
very hard decision to cancel so close I also went around trying to find out
to the event, so I phoned Mike S and who would like to have an observed
Chairman Brian to ask advice and we ride. This is where I made a big faux
all came to the conclusion it was a pas by asking Norman Leader (Ed:
little too risky, especially on the roads I ELAM founding member!!) if this was
planned on taking.

his first ride and would he like an
observer (sorry Norman, it was our

A week and a day later (Easter first meet).
Oh well, at least Rick
Monday) and it was game on. It was found it very amusing.
another sleepless night for me
(thinking about the ride/route and Before I knew it, we were oﬀ! To start
standing in front of you lot doing the with the roads were fine, then we
little talk). I turned up and there were encountered the first hurdle - the
three bikes already waiting, one dreaded cyclist. Not one, but bloody
person who shall remain nameless hundreds of them, and not content in
arrived the day before (now that’s riding in single file they were three,
dedication), and one bike stood out all four, five abreast in parts, they even
lovely and shiny - Dave’s new chucked in a tandem. Every turn I
Triumph. I can honestly say that it made there were more of them. We
wasn’t shiny by the time we finished managed to shake them oﬀ by about
the route! The minutes went on and Fyfield, after turning oﬀ towards
another bike rolled in and another and Willingale. Then came the slippery
another until there were about 20 in road
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BATTLEBRIDGE RIDE REPORT
surface. At first I thought it was ice, all black and shiny.
It was at this point I was a bit concerned someone

four big flights of stairs with full gear on. Having
suﬀered nose bleeds because of the altitude and a

might fall, but thankfully all rode the perfect ride.

near death experience due to heart failure we reached

We arrived at our first stop, Writtle, and all dived into

the top but it was worth it, what a view, and again boy
can you lot talk!!

the café for hot drinks. I don’t think the owners knew
what hit them and boy, you lot were really noisy, like a

It was over all too soon and then we were oﬀ again,

bunch of excited school kids that had been let out for

with people peeling oﬀ at diﬀerent points. By the time I

the day. After half hour or so we were oﬀ again (what
you lot didn’t know that was the first time I did that

got to High Beech there were only four of us left. It was
a great ride and I personally think 80 miles was about

route after Writtle). I changed the route, as the last
time I did it, it was really boring and what a cracker it

right due to the cold weather.

turned out to be! Long, wide, smooth corners;

A big thank you to Mike and Annie for keeping the

straights, a hump back bridge, a little bit of gravel and
mud.

troops in line as TEC. Rick for observing and the café
suggestion and the rest oﬀ you who came along for
some fun.

All too soon we were at Battlebridge. Unfortunately the
museum was closed, as it only opens on Sunday. Rick

- Nigel

suggested the café on top of a building, so we climbed
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Servini

PHOTOS, PHOTOS AND MORE PHOTOS
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PHOTOS, PHOTOS AND MORE PHOTOS

Keith

Jo

Charlie
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ELAM MACHINE CONTROL DAY
by Cheryl Hudson

North Weald Airfield on a beautiful, balmy (well
almost) day. I even picked some daisies and tucked
them into the net on the back seat of my bike: a great
privilege I would say, since no pillion has ever sat
there! Machine control day.

with a bicycle wheel, something else about wheel
balance, optimum foot positioning and so on. I was
listening Paul. Honestly.

The mood was one of muted camaraderie. All there for a
common purpose yet strangers mostly.

I went with the usual air of doubt. Am I going to be
rubbish? But I know the ELAM membership type is not
one which looks down its nose and laughs at the
expense of lesser riders. Although, if a trainer just
happened to topple a little whilst modelling a slow turn,
the reserve of such members might just have broken into
a conservative snigger (an in joke for those present I’m
afraid).
For the romantics out there I would like to tell you of the
new love I met on machine control day. For someone like
me that’s a great accomplishment, I don’t fall in love
easily. It was the typical scenario: neglecting the one that
is always around, taking them for granted, everyone else
noticing them but me, not realising their true worth. Well,
enough self-flagellation. My new love… the rear brake.

For those of you who have not been to the airfield, the
instructions on control were interrupted by what was
described by Paul Gillett as ‘gawp time’ that was when
the soft roar of classic planes pulled our attention, rolled
by us in the background and wafted into the air. Only the
coldest of hearts could avoid the appreciation of such a
spectacle. No, I’ve no intention of joining the Plane
Spotters Appreciation Society!
Recommendation: do not miss the next one, you too
may find love.
Special thanks to Mitch for getting me there, Paul for
getting me back and Nick for spotting my oil leak (got it
sorted). Thanks everyone for your charming ELAM
company.

Cheryl

I MUST have used it when doing the DAS all those years
ago, but I can honestly and guiltily say I NEVER, EVER
use it. I ride everyday from East to South East London
for work and have given it not a thought. But, oh
Machine Control Day has changed all that. Now slow
control happens with a very diﬀerent sensation- filtering
along the A12, across Tower Bridge, a diﬀerent story.
Did I learn anything that day? You bet I did. But even
those who thought they knew about slow control,
admitted to increasing their skills…something about ABS
(I’m not technical), something else about wheel gyration
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FULL MEMBERS RIDE : WALTON-ON-THE-NAZE
Led by Paul Brown
Report by Norman Leader

As I turned into the car park at McDs in Chingford, I
could see a fair few bikes parked up, a line of helmets
on the window ledge inside and a group of people
talking animatedly. “Looks like a decent turnout,” I
thought to myself. So, I picked my spot and backed up
to the kerb, next to a red GS.
Paul Gardener appeared as I took oﬀ my helmet. “Anthony
is pleased to see you. He had two Associates to take out
until you arrived”.
The penny dropped, the Sunday course was assembling
inside. “Sorry”, I said. “I’m here for the social run”. “Oh,
well”, he said, “I’ll break it to him gently!”
As the Sunday course assembled itself and then departed,
others arrived and chatted until it came to 10am and we
moved outside to mount up and depart. We were...
• Paul Brown, Triumph Tiger (route planner and run leader)
• Claire Beckett, BMW K1300R
• Nigel Servini, BMW 1200GS
• Norman Leader, BMW 1200GS
• Philippe, BMW GS
• Dave, Triumph Sprint GT
Oﬀ we went. The first section, getting us out of London,
was surely familiar to us all. Theydon Bois, Abridge,
Chipping Ongar, Fyfield and up to Leaden Roding. There’s
something nice about a familiar route at the start of a run.
It lets us all get used to each other as riders. How we ride
through villages, deal with waiting at junctions as a group,
accelerate away into NSLs, etc. We quickly established a
rhythm. We were safe, but making the most of the route. It
became clear no one was going to do anything stupid, so I
settled down and enjoyed myself.
After leaving Fyfield, we caught up with a very large group
(40+) of clean, shiny Harleys, with many riders wearing
patches advertising their club. They were traveling quite
slowly, often two abreast. We worked our way up the
group safely and eﬃciently. At the head of the queue was
a farm vehicle of some sort that had been holding them
up. I’m not sure why they hadn’t overtaken it, but that’s up
to them. It’s their ride. By the time we reached the farmer,
he was turning oﬀ, so we didn’t have to pass him. Upon
leaving the Harleys behind, we made our way to Leaden
Roding, passing the odd bike on the way until we found

someone marking the roundabout in Leaden Roding
pointing them left on the way to Dunmow. We turned right
for Chelmsford.
That’s where the roads stopped being overly familiar.
Hooray! Paul might know where we went, but I just
focused on riding the roads, looking at the scenery and
enjoying myself. I’m fairly sure we went round the outskirts
of Chelmsford, Hatfield Peverel, Maldon and passed
Mersea Island and through Arlesford before wending our
way into the outskirts of Clacton, Holland, Frinton and
finally Walton-on-the-Naze.
It was sunny, but a bit windy, on the coast. We parked up,
and then most of us had a long-awaited visit to the
personal waste station before taking a look at the food
facilities. Sadly, Nigel had to go home immediately, using
the direct A12 route, to fulfil a family lunch commitment –
which he did, just in the nick of time, I believe.
After lunch, Philippe also went home via the A12, leaving
just the four of us. Paul then led us, in a large anticlockwise semi-circle, from Walton to Sudbury. I’m not
sure, but I think we went via Manningtree, Hadleigh, and
Lavenham before turning south again into Sudbury.
These roads were, in a nutshell, blooming marvellous!
Great road surfaces, good vision ahead and across the
fields. There wasn’t much traﬃc and it was reliably
predictable. The first part must have come close to
Harwich as I’m sure we rode along the River Stour, with
suitably pretty views, into Manningtree. After that, we left
the river and went cross-country. All too quickly, we
arrived in Sudbury and stopped for a chat and some fuel.
By then, time was pressing on, so we decided to pick up
faster roads from then on to get home at a reasonable
time. Boring, but eﬀective.
So, a great day out for all. 200 miles, mainly on the
twisties, just having fun on a bike. No fuss, no trouble,
each of us enjoying our riding and working on our skills as
we went. Oh, and no photos, either – we were too busy
enjoying ourselves!
Thanks, Paul. When’s the next one?
N.
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FULL MEMBERS RIDE : BOXTED
Led by Charlie Osborne
Report by Steve Silcocks

The meeting place for the ride was Ongar Library car
park and our leader for the day was our Progression
editor himself, Charlie Osborne.
Considering the lousy weather we have had of late the
day dawned bright and dry, and that’s how it stayed, in
fact perfect riding conditions. When the time to set forth
arrived our number had grown to twelve bikes, two with
pillion.
The first half of the morning’s ride was on familiar twisty
roads arriving at Finchingfield, where we stopped for a
short break. From there we headed out through Sible
and Castle Headingham, towards Sudbury.
As we
approached Sudbury, Charlie was in his element as he
lead us on what was for many of us unfamiliar twisty
roads towards our destination, the village of Boxted,
where Charlie grew up.
After a leisurely lunch break at the local garden centre it
was back on the bikes, a quick stop for fuel then back on
twisty roads heading towards Lavenham, then Sudbury
and back towards Finchingfield and then homewards.

On the way back something happened that I’ve not seen
before. We have often lost people from the group, but
never before have we lost the leader! As we approached
Sible Hedingham the group was getting a bit strung out
so that there was only a single rider behind Charlie.
Charlie dropped his marker as usual, but the person
marking the junction (who shall remain nameless, but
rides an R1) did not see which way he went, so took a
guess... And they guessed wrong!
(Ed: After 20 minutes of waiting at the next junction,
fearing the worst, and then doubling back on myself to
find no one anywhere, I eventually decided to head
towards Finchingfield).
Luckily all roads led to Finchingfield, and it was here that
we were reunited with Charlie who turned up shortly (Ed:
Not that bl**dy shortly!) after we arrived, looking slightly
miﬀed but relieved that the group were all ok. Thanks for
a great rideout Charlie, look forward to the next one.

- Steve S.
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ELAM MOTOCROSS DAY - TAKE 2
by Jo Naylor
The day before I was thinking, “whatever possessed
me to think I could do this, I’m a year and a half in to
my IAM course, and still can’t get round a corner
without a mental trauma”.

bit and I could just touch the ground on either side. I
started oﬀ on the practice track just to get the feel of the
bike, did a couple of laps of this and then ventured out
on to the main one, very cautiously.

On the morning of the day I was late, with forethought I
had decided to stay at my friends 20 miles away, so I
wouldn’t be late. I didn’t factor in lumbering double
decker Essex buses, on little bendy Essex roads, so I
rocked up about 10 minutes past the appointed time.
No worries, everyone was really friendly and it didn’t take
long to get the kit on: motocross boots, knee pads,
elbow pads, chest protector, kidney belt thingy, and
some very fetching (not) over trousers and a mahhhssive
shirt.

The first time round was SCARY, as I had no idea what
was coming, but tried to keep remembering what Geoﬀ
had told us in
the briefing
about when
to throttle oﬀ
etc. I was
ecstatic at
getting round
the first time
in one piece.
Got a bit
m o r e
c o n fi d e n t
and picked
up speed, into
2nd – woohoo!
(and stayed in 2nd for the rest of the session as I
couldn’t change the gears).

The changing room is a big green area, also known as a
field. Fortunately I’d read the instructions and had come
p re p a re d i n m y l e g g i n g s e t c , c o u l d ’ v e b e e n
embarrassing though, if I was a minimalist underwear
type of gal!!

Thought I was getting good at this, came round the
corner, slid in the sand, realised I wasn’t heading in the
right direction up the jump and instead of ‘looking where
I wanted to go,’ I looked where I thought I was going to
end up, and inevitably I careered oﬀ the track and ended
up sideways in the grass. right where I’d looked, so
embarrassing..! Much to the amusement of one of the
instructors who was standing there.

Those that had done all this before just got a quick talk
about the bikes, and oﬀ they went straight on to the
track. The newbies had a very thorough instruction
session with Geoﬀ, going through all the important
points. We’d barely started our briefing, before Charlie
could be seen hurtling
past us down the track
over a jump!
I was a bit nervous,
but they gave me the
little 85cc bike, and
once I’d worked out
how to get my leg
over it did sink quite a

He said, I wondered who you were talking to as you
came round that bend. I think the conversation with
myself was something on the lines of “oh *****, I’ve really
****** it up now”. I
was helped up
and the bike
started and on
my way again.
Lots more laps
of the track,
each one with
a
new
challenge.
Me getting some coaching
Geoﬀ pulled
and Charlie in the air.
me over to
remind me to put
my leg out on the corners, so that was my next mantra
to myself, “leg out, leg out,” as I was going round the
bends, all going swimmingly until the next oﬀ. Getting a
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bit overconfident by this time, too much acceleration/
braking I don’t quite know what, round a deep sandy
corner and definitely not enough ‘leg out’ and I gracefully
slid sideways into the sand. My main concern was that
someone would come hurtling round and think I was a
novel obstacle to be jumped, but I managed to pick the
bike up and get it to the side and out the way in time, and
help promptly arrived from Geoﬀ to start it and get me on
my way again.
It was a brilliant morning, really lovely helpful team of
guys running the show, I even got someone doing a
couple of demo laps for me when he realised I didn’t have
a clue. I was absolutely shattered by the time I’d driven
home and the adrenaline had worn oﬀ, and my upper
body ached so much the next day, but when is the next
session because I’m going to be there! (Ed: I will organise
another one for later in the year, around September/
October time)

- Jo

Keith Wells getting some air-time
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Photos courtesy of the
Chief Deputy Sub-Editor, Brooke Penrose.

ROAD TRIP
by Paul Brown
Hi Guys. I’ve been on a little trip and thought I’d
share the details...
Day 1 - On the road by 2pm and decided for the first
time ever to blast up the M11-A1-A14 to get to North
Yorkshire/the Wolds. I started the day in a snow flurry
and ended it in cold sunshine. The heated gear was on
full power and I was in a bit of a trance. The controller
for it packed up the day before, but the place I got it
from is on my route to Scotland (emails have been sent).
It feels great to be back on the road, and the bike is
running smooth. I made it to Tickton, near Bridlington,
which is 207 miles. The road of the day has to be the
A631 Gainsborough to Louth. I also found a brilliant
hotel called the Tickton Grange. John Cleese stayed
here when he filmed Clockwise in
1985. A last minute deal had me
dining a-la-carte. Good times.
P a r s n i p s o u p a p p e t i s e r,
Bridlington crab, sea bass,
cheese and chocolate parfait to
finish it all oﬀ. I also met a local
biker/doctor who pointed me to
the local roads of note.
Day 2 - Spring has sprung! A
beautiful morning, splendid
breakfast and oﬀ I went. I first
stopped for gas in Beverly.
Morrisions is like an old friend
on these trips, the pleasing
g re e n a n d y e l l o w c o l o u r s
signalling cheaper gas. The bells
were ringing as I passed the
church, always a happy
moment. The sound of Sunday.
The day was one of the best ever! The perfect
combination of roads, conditions, views and technique
on the bike (got some smoothness going on as well as a
bit of upper body hanging oﬀ).
Through the undulating roads of West Yorkshire, which
was like riding through a David Hockney picture, yellows,
blues, browns and greens. From there, I proceeded on
to the Dales, peppered with snowy outcrops and drift
lined roads, past the Ribble Head railway bridge, down
the Hawes road (B164), a stand out belter in a day of
stand out belters. Up on the top of the moors it was like
riding through Narnia. I’m glad the white stuﬀ was on the
scenery and not on the black stuﬀ.

Into Cumbria things got more familiar and I finished oﬀ
with the coast road from Ulverston to Barrow. There
were plenty of testing bends and swift overtakes from
start to finish. One of my best days ever- 209 miles in
total.
Day 4 - After a family day oﬀ in the lakes, I hit the road
early in the afternoon. The route took me from Barrowin-Furness, through the western lake district, Torver,
Coniston, Grasmere, Keswick and Bothel.
I encountered every possible kind of motorbike surface
and bend - undulating, roller coasters, long sweepers,
tight hairpins - the lot. Beautiful.
I then skirted past Carlisle, still no motorways. In fact I
was on a road I later found out is called locally ‘the
parallel road’ because it runs parallel to
M6. I love those! I did another earlier in
the trip and always laugh to myself at
those suckers on the motorway
listening to radio 2, with a car full of
screaming kids.
Crossed into Scotland with a big
“Woohoo!” of success. Through Gretna
and the one stop wedding shops. The
next section was a whole load of
hardly used back roads, where the only
company was a bunch of sports cars
going the other way (always a good
sign of the roads ahead).
Before long I arrived at my destination,
The Buccleuch Arms hotel (as
recommended by Ride Magazine).
They were right, super easy to find as
you enter Moﬀat, which is surrounded by
some of the best roads in the Scottish Borders, the A708
being one example.
After sitting in the lay by in front of hotel as seen in many
a copy of said mag... I rode round the back to find (I kid
you not) individual motorcycle garages!!
My room was lovely, the meal hit the spot, and the owner
was friendly. He just test rode the new BMW GS and
waxed lyrical about the modes - rain, road, dynamic. He
also suggested routes & told me about this website:
www.motorcyclescotland.com
It has loads of routes and useful info. I planned my own
but that's for tomorrow...
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ROAD TRIP
by Paul Brown
Day 5 - Moﬀat and the Highlands. I set oﬀ on part of the
Maggert (loch) loop. The road was massively potholed
and icy in patches so I took it easy and didn't get into
the groove of previous days. Those pesky right handers,
I do have a fear of the oblivion of curb and beyond. It's
a work in progress, the way I look at it! It took me a
while to get good at playing the drums (Ed: I’ve seen him
play and he’s very good!)
I had to call into Exo just on the outskirts of Glasgow,
(heated gear company that I mentioned earlier) to get a
replacement controller. After a bit a faﬃng about, I got
one that worked and a few spare leads just in case.
The roads that followed cannot be summed up by my
feeble words, but here goes... From Alexandria up the
side of Loch Lomond and the
Trossachs National Park. The A82
is beautiful stretch of tarmac,
sweepers galore. I had a brief
lunch stop at Tyndrum and past
the bridge of Orchy and then
across Rannoch moor (straight
out of Braveheart), the visual
h i g h l i g h t s o f a r. G l e n c o e
majestically bathed in sunlight
and smattered with snow on its
peaks and slopes. Such a great
road, brilliant.If you haven't been
up here, do it. Just F****** DO IT!
Quick gas stop at Fort William,
then along the bush fire ravaged
A830, I kid you not, pretty
surreal. This is the stretch of
black stuﬀ I enjoyed the most
today. It took me 240 miles to
find my groove but it arrived on
route to a mate of mines B&B/mountain retreat in the
little village of Lochalliort. If anyone wants to stay just let
me know. It's proper swish! I've just got out of the most
kickass hot tub followed by a sauna. Just oﬀ to have
salmon fresh from the local loch. Ahh the good life. The
stars at night looked amazing too!
255 miles... that's more like it.
Day 6 - Today I decided to fly without a pre-planned Sat
Nav route. Gary (my host) grew up around here so has
that crucial local take on things. I started with the Mallaig
road A830, a big smooth sweeper. Ewan McGregor had
been seen recently there, I saw no sign! Mallaig is the
end of the road so explored for a bit by taking several
great variations on the way back. The A8008 past the

back of Keppoch and Arisaig. Brilliant, undulating, single
track rollercoaster type. Plenty of topographical
changes. Challenging stuﬀ. It was then onto the A861,
past the excellently named Strontian.
I could've taken a quick ferry back to Fort William to
refuel, but decided to ride round Loch Linnhe and Eli. I
had a spot of lunch at Morrissons before meeting up
with Gary, family and dogs for a hike to Simirisary Beach.
A proper climb over rocks and marshy tough terrain. I
did it in full motorcycle gear, sweating like a horse by the
time we got there, but it was worth it. What a beautiful
spot, with fantastic views of Egg, Muck and Rum.
I had two moments on the bike on the way to meet
them. The first saw an otter leg it across the road. First
ever wild otter. The second, I was coming
into a tight right hander, slightly out of
position but leaning over and hanging
oﬀ, when I hit a rock that was in the
road. It unsettled the bike causing me
to stamp my right leg down. My heart
skipped a few beats, blood ran slightly
colder.
I slowed it all down and reset. Later more hot tub /sauna fun (Ed:
Tell us more!!).
180 miles
Day 7 - Leisurely start today. I had
planned a route to Ullapool. Heading
north just past Fort William, the road of
the day was the B8004 to Spean
Bridge and the commando memorial.
Up past Invergarry and the ever
tranquil Lochcarron. There are some
amazing alpine changes of altitude,
riding up through the passes. Vistas of
the gods, then back down through vast gorges of snow
covered fens and mountains. I decided on Gairloch for
tonight's accommodation, a very picturesque spot
looking out on the Loch and over to Skye.
I had a nice meal of local fish finished oﬀ with bread &
butter pud. Watched a bit of 'Heat'. Last time I was in
Scotland watched the same movie.
164 miles.
Day 8 - Lovely brekkie of porridge, salmon and eggs. It
was actually raining, but only briefly. I did my regular
POWDERS checks. The old girl has needed regular oil
top ups at least every other day and I’ve also been
lubing the chain. The tyre pressure is spot on though.
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ROAD TRIP
by Paul Brown
That's me out of oil now. Checked at various garages
along the way today, but none had 10/40 fully synthetic.
On the advice of the hotel owner I took a little single
track to a remote lighthouse with breathtaking views to
Skye. Then followed the coastal route to John O’Groats.
Great views as the road passed many small lochs and
pleasing rocky passes and outcrops. There were loads of
big plateau sections with huge mountains on either side
of the road.
The weather finally broke going from sun to rain and then
to snow within a few miles. On went waterproof pants
and over-gloves. It felt strangely right, what with being in
Scotland! The Sat Nav was telling me John O'Groats
and I wanted to make this one. The weather changed
from snow to no snow and back
again. I was very glad of the
heated gear which was working
great. The new controller was
doing a top job. I stopped a few
times along the way, once in
Thurso. Then by mad
coincidence I pulled in to find
an oil stockist, right outside a
venue I'd played many years
p re v i o u s . I s n ' t l i f e f u n n y
sometimes?
I continued past Dunnets Head
(the most northerly point) and
then badda bing, John
O'Groats! I took the customary
photos with signposts with and
without signs. It was very
deserted and the hotel I'd
thought might work tonight was
being done up!
Luckily I met a bunch of charity cyclists who were
friendly folk who suggested I get advice from a local
shop. They told me that Wick was as good place to find
a hotel. They were right, I got a last minute deal at a
lovely place. I also noticed my back tyre had gone bald.
Plus I was still gonna need oil.
Luckily again, the dude in the hotel came through on
both fronts. He made a call to the local bike shop and
the owner was round within 5 minutes. He managed to
source a Michelin pilot and the right oil. Bingo!!
270 miles.

Day 9 - After brekkie I went for a walk around the docks.
It was such a tranquil place and another beautiful day.
The bike shop called just before dinner time, so I
checked out and got round there as soon as I could.
It was a family run business, and the son got straight on
with the tyre. An original pilot road, diﬀerent tread
pattern and not quiet as good in the wet. I was glad to
have it though, as the old one was well worn.
Alistair, the owner, a friendly dude chatted away about
working abroad, photography and how he'd met 2 of the
band Little Feat when they'd played here a while back. I
used to play in a band called Big Spider and we did
loads of their tunes. Funky, blues and boogie.
My route was to the Cairngorms. Within a few miles I
was in a snow storm, not good with a
new back tyre, so I took it really
steady. I never really got into a
groove. The route had its moments,
but a lot of it was poor by the high
standards of the trip so far. I decided
to call it a day in Grantown on Spey. I
stayed at the Garth Hotel. It was
nothing fancy, but just what the
doctor ordered. Fish soup, pasta and
sticky toﬀee pud. Chilled with open
fire and The King’s Speech on Film 4.
Day 10 - I started the day with
another one of Ride Magazine’s
recommended roads (there's been a
few on this tri), the A939 out of
G r a n t o w n - o n - S p e y. I t d i d n ' t
disappoint. I spent most of the
morning reciting the mantras. Safety,
system, smoothness and
speed. Safety, surface, straight lines
and sight lines. As I'd been loosing the flow in the last
day or so. I had to cut through Nairn and Inverness,
passing another venue of an old gig I'd done many years
previous. Kinda odd feeling.
Then today's fun began. Down the side of Loch Ness.
One of the best roads for overtakes ever! I got a few in,
oh yes! The often talked about A82 is a beauty. Past
many other Lochs and Glens. Such joy. Past the
commando memorial at Spean Bridge. I stopped oﬀ for
a bite in local shop and heard that Maggie Thatcher had
finally kicked the bucket. As if the day couldn't get any
better! Back through Fort William, yes I did fill up again
at Morrissons. Back through Glencoe, I had to stop to
breathe it all in. Such an awe inspiring place. This time at
Tyndrum, I went up onto Oban (past another old gig, the
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ROAD TRIP
by Paul Brown
Corran Halls). The road out was in the top ten of all time
belters, A816 people, make a note.
I decided to stay at a place I'd stayed before, the
Cairndow Stagecoach Inn. It’s a lovely place and I
grabbed a room with a view of loch Fyne. Bonus.
260 miles.

I was well pleased to rediscover a section I've missed on
all but the first trip. There's a bunch of roads around
Immingham Airport, Barrow upon Humber and Keelby
that I managed to string together. They are like a race
track, with all manner of bends and switchbacks. Try and
find them people. I kept to the route all the way home,
and didn't waver when I saw the M11 signs, it was dark
by then.

Day 11 - On my regular
POWDERS check I realised that
the front left side fork seal is
weeping. Badly! Shite!!
I call Clive Wood (a very good
Triumph mechanic, see early
editions of Progression for write
ups) and he advised cleaning it
up and keeping an eye on it. "If
your front brake stops working
properly you know it's a
problem". He also suggested
going to see a Triumph garage.
It's also been drinking the oil.
He then uttered the words I was
not expecting. "I wrote a Tiger
oﬀ the other week, it had 75k,
needed loads doing to it and had been dropped several
times, just not worth fixing." Shithouse!! Mine’s just
gone past 45k, since August 2010. I was hoping to get a
bit more out if it.

I got a bit of a soaking for the
last half hour (first time on the
whole trip). Best of all, as I was
locking the bike up I noticed a
screw sticking out of the rear
tyre, with air seeping out as I
pushed it with my finger. How's
that for timing. Beautiful.
Last day 363 miles.
Total miles 2415. Epic trip!
Ed: Thanks for a great write
up Paul - very informative, and
I now definitely want to go to
Scotland. Not sure if the Chief
Deputy Sub Editor would
appreciate too many +200 mile days though...

Today's route was another classic, but I was a bit
unfocused due to the earlier conversation. I managed to
avoid Glasgow and go through Moﬀat again, and then
onto Pebbles, the A707 was fantastic. Over Carterbar,
the gateway of Scotland, onto the A68, always
good, proper blind hill crests. You could get air if you
wanted. Not for me. I landed at Benwell (suburb of
Newcastle ) to surprise my Gran.
224 miles
Day 12 - I started the day oﬀ with brekkie with Gran. I
had a good old catch up and helped with a few odd jobs
and took a few photos. The route for today would take
me through Derwent Valley and out on A68, always a
firm favourite. After a bit of major A road I got onto the
absolute classic that is the Helmsley Road, the B1257,
crossing the Yorkshire Moors, rolling and dipping
through the changes in gradient. I felt a little sad, as this
will probably be the last trip on this bike. We've done
this trip many times in both directions, the first being just
before I started the ELAM course.
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IAM NEWS - NO SURPRISES HERE..
Coaching motorcyclists to advanced riding
standard comprehensively improves their skills
and attitudes, according to a study published
by road safety charity, IAM.

Younger riders also showed a pleasing level of
responsibility as they were more likely to select ‘to
demonstrate to others that my riding was of a high
standard’ and ‘to influence other peoples’ riding’ as
reasons for taking the test.

Respondents said undertaking the IAM advanced
riding course made them feel safer, more confident,
more attentive, more observant and more decisive in
their riding. By doing so it also adds to their enjoyment
on the road.

Results of the survey showed:
• Ninety-nine per cent of riders said the IAM advanced
test had a permanent positive eﬀect on them as a
rider.
• Ninety-seven per cent of respondents said that the
IAM advanced test had increased their enjoyment
from riding.
• Ninety-four per cent of respondents said that the
IAM advanced test had made them safer riders.
• Sixty-one per cent of respondents said that taking
the advanced test had helped them to avoid a
specific accident or incident.

The top five reasons for taking the IAM advanced test
were:
• To improve general standard of riding
• To become a safer rider
• To reduce the risk of being involved in an accident
• To become a more confident rider
• For achievement/challenge

IAM chief executive Simon Best said: “The IAM
advanced riding qualification makes motorcyclists
safer and more skilled. Motorcycling has a positive role
to play in reducing congestion and emissions and
should not be held back by safety concerns. We want
to work with the government, manufacturers, dealers,
police and road safety oﬃcers to promote the many
benefits of safe motorcycling.

Riders under the age of 30 were more likely to identify
‘improving my general standard of riding’ as a reason
for taking the test and to obtain cheaper insurance.

Read the full report here:
http://www.iam.org.uk/images/stories/policyresearch/evaluation-adv-motorcycling.pdf
(Nigel - You’ll especially like page 4!!)

Got any news to share?
progression@elam.org.uk
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THIEVING MUTHER HUBBARDS
By Alex Howden

From my own experience, this final tip is the one
that thankfully helped me get my bike back within
24 hours of it being stolen. Although it seemed
expensive at the time, I paid around £500 for a
lifetime subscription to Tracker UK.

Last Thursday, I had that feeling that many of
us dread. It was a beautiful sunny morning, I
had my bike gear on, said goodbye to the
family, opened the door to... no bike. My two
year old 1200 GS was gone. Gutted doesn’t
even begin to describe how I felt.

These guys were extremely eﬃcient and punctual
when coming to fit the device to my bike, and are
willing to carry out regular tests and maintenance
on the device as well. On the day my motorcycle
was stolen, it was so reassuring to be able to
phone them and have them confirm the device
was switched on. Although there is no guarantee
that they will be able to find it, it at least gives you
a bit of hope and indeed a real chance that the
stolen bike will be recovered.

According to Datatool, 100 bikes are stolen each
day throughout the UK. This figure is so high that
it is hard to believe, but for ELAM members it gets
worse: the risk of motorcycle theft in Greater
London is four times higher than it is elsewhere in
the UK, and 80% of thefts occur when the bike is
parked up at home. I was told that the average
bike theft takes between 20-30 seconds (even for
locked bikes) and a bike can be stripped and
boxed within an hour.

In my case, after tracking my bike across various
parts of North London the police think that the
thieves guessed the bike was being tracked and
in the end were able to locate the bike where the
thieves had dumped it, close to my home! I’ve
been extremely lucky and although I am sure
many of you already do everything you can to
keep your pride and joy secure I hope this article
has been at least of some use !

After various initial and follow up chats with the
extremely helpful police who came over to take
my statement, I thought it would be worth
reminding members of some of the key tips to
putting thieves oﬀ going for your bike:
1. The best thing you can do is lock the bike to a
secure ground anchor in a garage (Ed: That’s
what I do after my bicycle was stolen a few
years ago), or failing that at least in your back
garden (this will also get you the cheapest
insurance quotes).
2. If, like me, you don’t have a garage or side
access to your garden, the next best thing is
to set a ground anchor into your front garden
and lock the bike to it (this is what I am now
looking into doing).
3. If you have nothing to chain it to, make sure
the steering lock is on and that you also use
another additional lock to make the bike less
easy to wheel away.
4. If not garaged, always cover your bike to
avoid attracting attention to it.
5. Fit an alarm, immobiliser and ideally datatag
device.
6. Get a tracker installed.

- Alex
http://www.tracker.co.uk/

Got any news to share?
progression@elam.org.uk
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REVIEW - TOMTOM RIDER V5
by Nigel Servini

to a real test when making my own route from my
house in London to my sisters house in Caerphilly
South Wales, a total of 200 miles of A, B and
unclassified roads. It was right on the button, even
when I lost concentration and missed a turn it got
me right back on track and followed my route
perfectly.

Having bought the Garmin 660 on reviews and
recommendations, I was very disappointed from
the start. I couldn’t get it to connect to
‘mapsource’ and it never followed any of my
routes which took hours to work out.
Having talked to other guys with the Garmin it
seemed loading the routes was a common problem
(I only met one guy who said it actually worked), it
was fiddly having to open the back to put the USB
cable in, and then you had to disconnect the USB
and close the back before you could check the
route. It got to the point that I nearly threw it in the
bin through frustration. Our last trip to Battlebridge
was the last straw and a week later it was sold on
Ebay.

The screen also seems to be more visible in strong
light and it’s a lot quicker when flicking around the
Tomtom maps and POI. One disadvantage is it
does not have an internal speaker, so you must
have an ear piece. This also means you cannot use
it in a car (no cradle available yet). It also does not
have an MP3 player, which is no problem for me,
but for some a big disadvantage. I also haven’t put
it in a bucket of water to see how waterproof it is
(which Garmin do as a gimmick) but I think I’m wise
enough not to go in a ford that is over my head (Ed:
Are you sure?)

Shortly after I received my new Tomtom Rider V5
costing £449. On first impression it looked robust.
The cradle for the bike has been revised as earlier
models had a few issues. It came with free lifetime
map updates and a two year warranty. It is also
compatible with tyre maps and automatically
connects whenever you connect it to the computer.
This makes life very easy.

Personally I found the Garmin over complicated and
the software nowhere near as good as the Tomtom.
The Tomtom is so much easier to use too. Simple is
best, and it’s very glove friendly with big and
minimal icons on the start up screen.

Loading routes onto the Tomtom is also simple.
There is a waterproof hinged opening on the
underneath to insert the USB cable, you simply
work out your route and one click later it’s on the
Tomtom - “simples”.

I would definitely recommend this product. Come
and see me on a social ride if you want a demo.

- Nigel

I was a bit concerned that there was no facility for a
SD card, but I recently recorded a 1000 mile trip and
loaded several of my own routes on the internal
memory and it’s still not full - impressive.
Another great feature is the “windy roads button”.
You put in your destination and it will find all the A &
B roads, and if you’re not happy with it, it will
workout another and another until you’re happy with
the route. I have tried working out my own routes
and transferring them onto the Tomtom and
although I had an issue with it not following the first
route, it was perfect on the second one. I also put it

Fancy new piece of kit? Write a report and post it to me at:
progression@elam.org.uk
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REVIEW - RUKKA MARCO JACKET & TROUSERS
By Alex Howden

gone back to Infinity Motorcycles in Holborn, they
have been extremely friendly and helpful and have
always mended the zips straightaway and free of
charge.

The Rukka brand is synonymous with high
quality and durability, and has a long standing
good reputation. Does the real product stand up
to customers' high expectations and is it worth
paying the higher price tag?

The second gripe is that to my surprise the
waterproofing hasn't been as good as I expected.
After three years of use it got so bad (in both the
jacket and trousers) that I took it all back to Infinity
(who by now must have been getting quite fed up
with me) who were able to send it to Rukka for full
repair and provided a replacement suit in the
meantime. Even now I still find some moisture gets
through in steady rain although it really is much
improved. Again, I would have thought the
waterproofing would have been better but perhaps
my expectations are unreasonably high?

I have owned my Rukka Marco jacket and trousers
(incorporating Gore-Tex and Cordura) for nearly four
years and am an all year round, all weathers rider,
using the gear 4-5 times per week for commuting
and social riding. Both the jacket and trousers
come with Rukka body armour as standard.
I am sure some ELAM members could be more
informative about diﬀerent types of body armour,
but for my type of riding with frequent short
journeys I find it suits me perfectly to have armour
permanently built in. I have recently been told that
the best body armour is Forcefield but that is a
subject for another article.

Overall, after nearly four years of use the suit still
appears to be in good condition and looks like it will
last at least another four years. The slight leaking in
heavy rain isn't bad enough to justify buying a new
suit and on balance I would still recommend this
product - other people have not had the same
complaints that I had and generally this is a very
hard wearing and
tough suit and in my
opinion, with the high
level of customer
service is worth the
premium.

Another great feature (which is most likely available
from other manufacturers) is the highly eﬀective
removable thermal lining for both the jacket and
trousers. This is so warm that I find it suﬃces
throughout the winter and I only need an additional
layer for rides of longer than an hour or so.
In terms of durability, there are a number of angles
to look at. First and foremost, and the key reason I
bought Rukka, is the safety angle. Six of my work
colleagues bike to work and five of them use Rukka.
One had came oﬀ his motorbike at over 50 mph
(fortunately he didn't hit anything) and after sliding
to halt realised that his Rukka trousers although
showing considerable wear had remained intact. So
although I have so far been fortunate enough not to
test this feature myself, I am confident that the
material is extremely tough in terms of resisting
abrasion during a crash.

- Alex

Also it is worth commenting that the suit itself still
looks in good condition even after all of the use it
has had. Regarding the two other angles of
durability I do feel that the product does have a
couple of minor weaknesses. First, despite being
careful how I use the suit, I have had trouble with
the main zips on the trousers and jacket, both of
which have broken twice each. Perhaps it is to be
expected after so much use, but I would have
hoped that for an expensive suit, the zips would be
sturdier. However to their credit, each time I have
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Howden

CONTRIBUTORS
ELAM would be nothing without the contributions of its members and associates. Thanks
to all those who contributed to ELAM and to Progression this month.

Paul Brown

Cheryl Hudson

Nigel Servini

Jo Naylor

Norman Leader

Alex Howden

Steve Silcocks

Want to contribute to ELAM?
progression@elam.org.uk
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UPCOMING EVENTS - GET INVOLVED
JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Tuesday 2nd
Social Evening

Sat & Sun 3rd & 4th
Folembray Weekend

Tuesday 3rd
Social Evening

Saturday 6th
Senior Observer Training
Weekend

Tuesday 13th
Social Evening

Wednesday 18th
Committee Meeting

Sunday 7th
All Abilities Social Ride

Sunday 18th
All Abilities Social Ride

Sunday 22nd
Machine Control Day

Saturday 13th
All Abilities Social Ride

Wednesday 21st
Committee Meeting

Thursday 26th
Theory Session

Wednesday 17th
Committee Meeting

Friday 30th & Sat 1st
Girlie Weekend

Saturday 28th
Saturday Course C13
Observed Ride

Sunday 21st
Full Members Social Ride

Sunday 29th
Sunday Course 03/13
Observed Ride

Please note that social rides have now been added to the calendar as
placeholders, but will require a full member to volunteer to lead the ride
for it to go ahead. Please look at the forum for more details closer to the
date of each ride.

http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl
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AND YET MORE PHOTOS
(I had to fill in an extra page - sorry!!
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Venues
Club Nights - Eton Manor RFC, Nutter
Lane, Wanstead, E11 2JA
A great way to get to know fellow ELAMites,
have fun and even learn something!
Starts at 19.30
Contribution of £1 towards cost of venue.

Theory Nights - St. Francis Hall,
Hawkwood Crescent, Chingford, E4 7RS
Mandatory training for new associates.
Starts at 19.30
Snacks and drinks available for a small
contribution.

Machine Control Day - Northern
Showground, North Weald Aerodrome,
NOrth Weald, Epping, CM16 6AA
Essential machine control techniques for new
associates and members who need a refresh.
Starts at 9.00
Hot drinks provided by Paul Gillett for a small
fee.
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VIEW FROM
THE BACK

POST TEST ARRANGEMENTS
For all associates who are advised that they are “ready for test” by their
allocated observer, you should contact the following Senior Observers to
arrange a Check Test.
Claire Beckett

claire.beckett@elam.org.uk

Rick Brown

rick.brown@elam.org.uk

Paul Gillett

paul.gillett@elam.org.uk

Marek Wiluszynski

marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

Mike Stewardson

mike.stewardson@elam.org.uk

ELAM
Through its aﬃliation to the
Institute of Advanced Motorists,
ELAM is able to oﬀer a quick,
simple, all inclusive package that
provides you with everything you
need to become an advanced
motorcyclist.

We like to think that ELAM is
diﬀerent. That's why we all
belong to it and why we're so
enthusiastic about it.
We don't mind what bike you ride
or whether you're a courier or a
stock broker, our motto is,
"it's not what you ride, it's the
way you ride it that matters".
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Please help support
ELAM by contributing to
progression
progression@elam.org.uk

